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Topic-based Conversations and Collaboration 

ndThread’s award-winning collaboration  
technology brings together key activities—
conversations, documents, and more—into  
a unified, topic-based solution. 

• Significantly reduce  
email volume. 

• Close on security gaps and 
protect conversations like 
documents and email.

• Comment and  
collaborate directly  
within the document.

• Securely track and store 
discussions within a topic.

Discover how ndThread’s technology drives productivity and 
enhances the workflow of teams.

Project/Matter-Based Conversations — Discuss ideas, share 
links, and exchange documents with real-time messaging tied 
to the projects you are working. No more endless email chains 
and insecure attachments.

Document Annotations — Access any file in NetDocuments 
and bring it to life with both global and contextual 
annotations. Highlight a portion of the document you are 
interested in and start a discussion with your team.

Automated Governance — Secure all your content, including 
conversations, effortlessly using the same encryption and 
governance rules applied throughout the NetDocuments 
Service. NetDocuments protects each discussion with multiple 
key encryptions, geo-aware storage, and much more.
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Improved communication and 
collaboration through social 
technologies could raise the 
productivity of interaction 
workers by 20 to 25%.
Source: International Data Corporation (IDC); McKinsey Global 
Institute of analysis

What if you could... 
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ndThread simplifies your communication.

http://www.netdocuments.com/
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Discuss Every Project in One Place

• Engage with colleagues working on the  
project to get immediate updates and  
share critical information.

• Pass documents to colleagues that are 
securely stored and accurately profiled in 
NetDocuments.

• Monitor the progress of projects without an 
endless chain of “cc” emails.

• Quickly search for information and  
knowledge or help new team members  
catch up on a project.

ndThread Makes It Easy to:

Work on the Go 
 
• Access ndThread from anywhere  

using ndThread’s mobility and smart  
notification technology. 

• Whether you are at your desk or on  
the phone, everything you need is at  
your fingertips.

Capture Insights Around Documents

• Find any document in NetDocuments  
with full-text search.

• View and share documents with 
colleagues, without worrying about  
who has the most recent or “checked  
out” version.

• Highlight and create annotations inside 
the document, building version-specific 
knowledge around every file.
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